


> The Local Plan projects an Objectively Assessed Need (OAN) of the number of houses
on the 28hectare (ha) Rayleigh Road site H013 for the 15 year period of 455 houses. The
proposal includes the provision of local shops, an early years and daycare nursery of 56
places on 0.13ha, and a multi-purpose community hall with associated parking. Taking
this, together with the road network, say for a total of 25-30% of the site area, the
estimated area remaining per housing plot is significantly reduced, at approximately 400-
450sqm (480-540sqyd). According to the draft Local Plan, the 'Arcadia' approach, to road
layouts within the developments “allows houses to appear at intervals among trees and
landscape features as 'surprise' hidden features in the dominant landscape.” In view of the
housing density described above, it can be argued that the houses will not be 'surprise'
hidden feature but will form the dominant landscape of the proposal.
> 
> NPPF Para. 11(a):
>    “...all plans should promote a sustainable pattern of development that seeks to : meet
the development needs of the area; align growth and infrastructure; improve the
environment;...”
> 
> It can be argued that the OAN of 5000+ houses for the CPBC area, does not reflect the
development needs of the area with an ageing population and with only 300 on the housing
waiting list. Even if this were the case, the lack of land supply is a legitimate reason for the
Local Plan to not meet the OAN (as confirmed by the Inspector at the June 2021 hearing).
The Local Plan proposal of 455 houses on the Rayleigh Road site H013, does not make
sufficient consideration of infrastructure needs. Some local shops, a daycare centre, and a
community hall represent anecdotal measures in the context of existing infrastructure
incapacity. Currently, healthcare services in Castle Point are overstretched, with some of
the longest waiting times in the country. The existing road network is at capacity, and the
Rayleigh Road, in particular, can not sustain any more traffic. Local schools cannot cope
with the expected extra influx of children over the next 15 years. The existing
infrastructure is inadequate.
> 
> According to the CPBC Infrastructure Delivery Plan DV-006, in respect of primary
school education, “...in the Thundersley/Benfleet forecasting area...the area requires
additional capacity to accommodate existing needs in the area (not including growth
proposed in the draft LP)...”. It goes on to conclude that the most suitable solution would
be for a new primary school to be located within the H09 development site. This is not
within easy reach of H013, adding to additional overloading of infrastructure, and an
unsustainable measure.
> Clearly, the capacity of schools locally is already at saturation point, and there is a
penury of suitable sites within the borough for new schools. According to DV-006, in the
Thundersley/Benfleet forecast area, the Deanes School is the only secondary school with
the potential to accommodate the projected 422 new places within the next 15 years,
necessitating an expansion of the school within its site, with the destruction of existing
open space. The Local Plan is not sound.
> 
> 
> NPPF Para. 96:
>    “...to ensure faster delivery of other public service infrastructure such as further
education colleges, hospitals and criminal justice accommodation, local planning
authorities should also work proactively and positively with promoters, delivery partners
and statutory bodies to plan for required facilities and resolve key planning issues before
applications are submitted.”
> 
> The council mentions the CPBC Infrastructure Delivery Plan DV-006 which
states,”...CPBC infrastructure and delivery plan in the Thundersley/Benfleet forecasting



area....the area requires additional capacity to accommodate existing needs in the area (not
including growth proposed in the draft Local Plan)...”. New housing development will
therefore exacerbate existing problems.
> The proposals for infrastructure development as set out in DV-004 and DV-006 will
neither be sufficient, nor “improve the environment”; in fact the proposals are necessarily
at odds with the proposed intentions of the Local Plan.
> 
> NPPF Para. 98 :
>    “...Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and
physical activity is important for the health and well-being of communities, and can deliver
wider benefits for nature and support efforts to address climate change ...”
> 
> The proposed expansion of the Deanes School, will lead to a reduction in available
sports facilities and open ground, negatively impacting “health and well-being of
communities” and degrading the “wider benefits of nature”, where no new open space, or
sports facilities are proposed.
> The draft Local Plan is unsound.
> 




